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technical counselor Anodizing and Fatigue Life

In an article titled. â€œFilm-Assisted Fatigue Crack Propagation in Anodized. Aluminum Alloysâ€� published in the Journal of Materials. Science Letters, Volume 14,. 
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technical counselor Anodizing and Fatigue Life Avoiding potential problems STU FIELDS, EA A 494795
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Safari helicopter was lost because of fatigue of 0.055 million cycles or a 3.64 factor reduction. With failure in a control tube after being flown just a no pre-cleaning and an anodic coating of 0.002 inches, the fatigue life was reduced to 0.035 million cycles or a few hundred hours. What caused the fatigue failure? The control loads 5.7 factor reduction. are relatively low. Stress calculations are low. What was different about this ship’s control rods compared to all the What Does This Mean? other Safaris, none of which experienced this failure? A two-rev vibration in a Safari causes a vibration frequency One answer was that the rods were anodized black to of 17 hertz. This frequency impacting a device with a add “curb appeal.” But does anodizing affect the fatigue fatigue life of .035 million cycles would be expected to life of aluminum? fail after about 0.57 hours. I received a resounding “yes” when this question was Also, the referenced chart reported the effect of posed to the world of finishing experts. In an article titled reducing the stress to 25 ksi, and the expected fatigue life “Film-Assisted Fatigue Crack Propagation in Anodized of a non-pre-cleaned sample with 0.002 anodic coating Aluminum Alloys” published is 0.08 million cycles. The in the Journal of Materials same unit exposed to the 17 No matter my opinion or yours, the Science Letters, Volume 14, hertz would be expected to No. 21/January 1995 [ISSN fact is that an anodized control tube, fail after approximately 1.3 0261-8028 (print) 1573-4811 hours. (online)], authors A.M. Cree, under a relatively low load, failed in a Ex p e r i e n c e c a n b e G.W Weidmann, and R. helicopter, causing a crash. misleading when people Hermann wrote, “It is well say they know of anodized established that the presence parts that have lasted of anodized films on aluminum alloys can affect their longer. What were the stress levels? The Safari lasted a fatigue performance detrimentally.” lot longer than 1.3 hours. Measurements of the spring In Fatigue Design of Aluminum Components & pressure required to trim out the collective forces on the Structures by Maurice L. Sharp, Glenn E. Nordmark, and Safari yielded approximately 50 pounds. This load was Craig C. Menzemer, a chart (page 110) shows a decrease distributed over the control tube, which was 1/2-inchin fatigue life due to pre-cleaning as well as the effects of by-0.083-inch aluminum tube, yielding a cross section of Alodine and a couple of different thicknesses of anodic 0.109 square inches. A 50-pound load created a stress of coatings. approximately 460 psi. At a stress level of 35 ksi (1 ksi = 1,000 pounds/square An element stressed to a level less than the endurance inch), the fatigue life of a non-pre-cleaned, uncoated limit is said to have an infinite fatigue life—in other sample was around 0.2 million cycles. Just the use of a words, the element will last forever. This infinite life is a pre-cleaning compound labeled C2X showed a fatigue life characteristic of steels. Some sources stated that aluminum 86
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An after photo of the same Safari helicopter. A before photo of the Safari, which received an Oshkosh Grand Champion Rotorcraft award.



did not have a well-defined endurance limit and would fail no matter the stress. However, for the purposes of quantifying and establishing estimates, the Aluminum Association Inc. published Aluminum Standards and Data 1988, listing an endurance limit of 10,000 psi for 500 million cycles. Various other sources reported, for wrought aluminum, a limit of somewhere between 8,000 and 18,000 psi depending on the alloy. This number should not be used as an absolute limit; however, I am going to use it as a barrier between shortened fatigue life and long fatigue life.



The control tubes found at the crash site. This tube is cleanly broken, not bent to failure by the crash, but fatigued as a result of the propagation of a crack energized by vibration.



Back to the Question “How did the control tube fail in fatigue when it was stressed to a level much lower than the endurance limit?” The anodizing experts said that anodizing would cause this. But how did the process cause stress in the Safari control tube to exceed the endurance limit? There was no evidence of a pre-existing crack or a notable surface discontinuity being present prior to the anodizing that might have led to a stress riser. No matter my opinion or yours, the fact is that an anodized control tube, under a relatively low load, failed in a helicopter, causing a crash. To my knowledge, no other Safari with bare aluminum control tubes has had a fatigue failure of that tube, and that includes helicopters with many more flight hours.



Concentration Factor I have heard of stress concentration and stress risers but only believed the effect was caused by a decrease in the cross section of the material. Not so. Consider the following. The maximum stress felt near a crack occurs in the area of the lowest radius of curvature (the sharper the point of the crack, the higher the stress). In an elliptical crack (elliptical was chosen for mathematical descriptive ease) of length 2X, under an applied stress of F, the stress at the pointy end of the crack is given by:



The ends of the control tubes that a test lab determined to be the result of a fatigue failure.



Fmax = 2F √(X/p) Here, p is the radius of the curvature of the crack tip and F is the stress normally computed due to a load on a given cross section. In our Safari example, F=460 psi. Note: The stress concentration factor is a function of the crack and its sharpness, but not of its width. Applying this equation to the control load experienced in the Safari, we have: Fmax = 2(460) √ (X/p). Now, for argument’s sake, let’s say we don’t have a crack but a drill-stop hole, and it is a circle where X = 2p. EAA Sport Aviation
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technical counselor Then Fmax = 920 x √(2p/p), or Fmax = 1,301 psi. Still not enough to create stress beyond the endurance limit. This piece should still have a long fatigue life. However, let the radius of that crack become small, such as 0.001X (and this is still a large radius of curvature for the end of a small crack), and there is a large increase in the stress. Fmax = 29 ksi. Now it is above the endurance limit. Fatigue life is no longer long. In fact, it is probably less than one hour for our Safari control tube.



Learn From This Article The purpose of this article is to share some information that is both illuminating and shocking. Not all of the mechanical engineers I talked to are aware of the problems created by anodizing. Not all of the anodizing experts are familiar with the stress concentration as the primary vehicle in the reduction of fatigue life due to anodizing. Being a Safari pilot strongly increased my interest in why that control tube should fail in fatigue at such light loading. I now have a feeling why some of the folks at the plating shops just said, “Do not plate or coat flightcritical components unless you really know what you are doing and can offset the problems created by these processes.” I have a better understanding of the processes involved in the secondary shaft failures that have plagued other experimental helicopters. Those shafts were designed to handle the loads with a safety factor, as was the Safari control tube. The cracks that formed raised the stress level to well over the design limits with the resulting failures.



Stu Fields and his wife, Kathryn, publish Experimental Helo magazine. He can be reached at 760-377-4478 or 760-608-1299 and via e-mail at eh@ iwvisp.com. 88
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Technical Counselor: Tips to Improve Tire Life 

increase the amount of runway needed to get airborne, potentially threatening your .... tires have a stripe or dot, usually yellow or red, to indicate the light spot.
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technical counselor Engine Baffles 

bottom of the pistons to help cool them, but let's get back to the air-cooling portion of this discussion. The cooling air for the engine is controlled by â€œbaffling.â€�.
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technical counselor Engine Baffles 

engine installation that had led to higher-than-normal ... the airframe portion of the engine installation. ... The combustion chamber is primarily formed by the.
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Technical Counselor: Control Cables 

Considering that there were about 100 aircraft owners and at least 10 airframe ... cables are subject to the stresses of direct tension, accel- eration, and shock ...
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EAA Technical Counselor: Pigeons and Lizards 

Pigeons can walk around a statue for hours with toes that point inward. ... Demonstrate your level of commitment to EAA and the freedom of flight. Upgrade your ...
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Technical Counselor: Engine Overhaul 

hours ago, so I knew the complete history and operating conditions of the engine. ... luck with rework of the cylinders at a small shop called. Harrison Engine ...
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Technical Counselor: Cylindersâ€“A Primer 

the Nickel + Carbide surface is around. 70. However, hardness is not the sole ... ity alloys, and new technologies to achieve both the power and reliability.
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Technical Counselor: Emergency Locator Transmitters 

ing your GPS coordinates and personal contact informa- tion. For this reason, it is mandatory to register a 406 ELT with Cospas-Sarsat. ELT Requirements for ...
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Technical Counselor: Flight Control Inspection 

Pulleys, cables, ball bearings. RICHARD KOEHLER, EAA 161427. Part of an annual (condition) inspection is to ensure that the flight control system is operating ...
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EAA Technical Counselor: Fixing Flutter 

When I throttled back to speed, .... the Saw Millâ€� â€œMoney Has Wingsâ€� . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21-36721 $15.99. Volume Six. â€œRustler On Wheelsâ€� â€œThe Silver Graveâ€�.
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Technical Counselor: Cylindersâ€“A Primer 

burns and expands. Instead of al- lowing the combustion process to continuously flow and exhaust freely, the piston engine effectively seals the combustion.
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EAA Technical Counselor: Balancing Act 

gear 4.5 percent to 5.5 percent, the empennage 1.5 percent to 2.5 percent, and additional equipment. 3 percent to ... or 300 lbs of your gear! â–¡ Safety: .... in hand, you can then undertake the familiar exercise ... service life of an aircraft, add
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EAA Technical Counselor: Homebuilt Logbooks 

work. â–¡ Your signature. In addition, the records should contain the following information: â–¡ The total time in service of the airframe, each engine, propeller, or.
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Fatigue and Fatigue Design 

Cessnaâ€”"As a result of a recent fatal accident caused by fatigue failure of the front wing spar . . . " The majority of these AD's involved parts which had.
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Fatigue and Fatigue Design 

list only the make of helicopter and the reason for issu- ance of the AD: Vertolâ€”"Fatigue failure of the lower directional bell- crank assembly". Hillerâ€”"Fatigue ...
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technical counselor The Spring Warm-Up 

in a low-stress environment prior to starting the aircraft engine. Ideally, you will pull the engine through two strokes of each cylinder to assure the engine has ...
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EAA Technical Counselor: Don't Scare the Deer 

is clear, retains good optical properties when molded and won't yellow or deteriorate in direct sun. .... Finish sand- ing in stages to about 220-grit. Every once in a ...
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Technical Counselor: It Won't Shut Down! 

Afellow EAA chapter member called me a few weeks ago. He had a problem with his aircraft engine run- ning after the mixture was selected to .... with fuel, the engine will suck that fuel right out and enrich the mix- ture. This can lead to fouled ...
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EAA Technical Counselor: Safety Wire Wisdom 

were invented by a mechanic many years ago to make the task of installing safety wire easier and more consistent. Prior, one was supposed to do safety wiring ...
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technical counselor The Spring Warm-Up 

in a low-stress environment prior to starting the aircraft engine. Ideally, you will pull the engine through two strokes of each cylinder to ... This is because the combustion process deposits moisture and corrosive .... Step 4: Check Your Logbooks.
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EAA Technical Counselor: Kick the Tires and Light the Fires 

While soap converts grease and oil into a water- soluble fatty acid, detergents attach to the grease and try to pull it off the rubber. This pulling action can lead.
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EAA Technical Counselor: Instrument Panel Do's and Don'ts 

Now that you've decided what you can afford, you've ... com, or to consult any of the professional panel building .... tighten up the spacing on the breakers.
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technical counselor Hand Propping Gone Bad 

weeks later and the engine wasn't turning over. I got back in the plane for another try. Still nothing. nuts & bolts technical counselor. Hand Propping Gone Bad.
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EAA Technical Counselor: Fix the Hardware 

exhaust attachment nuts, bolts, and studs stay in service way beyond their normal life. Most exhaust systems are made from stainless steel and usually may be ...
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